Let f(P) be a function of a point P^P (x, y) in Euclidean 2-space. Let L(f\ P\ r), A(f\ P; r) be the mean values of/(P) on the perimeter and on the interior, respectively, of a circle of center P and radius r, that is,
where C(P; r), D(P;r) are the perimeter and interior, respectively, of the circle with center P and radius r. The operators
v P f(P) = Mm4 [£(ƒ; P;r)-f(P)l V a f(P) = lim-[A(f; P;r) -f(P)]
r-»0 f 2 have been defined by Blaschke and Privaloff, respectively. The following are a few of the results which have been obtained by these and other investigators.
THEOREM A [l, 2J. 1 If f(P) has continuous second partial derivatives, then V p f(P), V 0 /(P) exist, and 
THEOREM C [3, 4]. If u{P) is a logarithmic potential f unction
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where /x is a mass distribution, and if the density exists at R, that is, 
ix(R). (W indicates integration over the whole space,)
The purpose of this note is to give extensions of Theorems B and C. Theorem B is readily extended to the operator V 0 by the following:
is continuous on a circle Z>((?; r), (ii) V a /(P) exists on the interior, D(Q; r), then -2 [A(f;Q;r)-f(Q)i r 2 lies between the upper and lower bounds of V a /(P) on D(Q;r).
PROOF. Consider the function
where per, and h(P) is the function harmonic on D(Q; p) and such that A(P)=/(P) on C(Q; p). Clearly X(P)=0 on C(Q; p). Further
\(Q)-L(f;Q;p)-h(Q).
But KQ) = -f h(P)ds P = -f f(P)is P = !(ƒ; Q; p).
27rr •/ C(Q;p) ^f •/ C(Q;p)
Therefore X(Q)=0. Thus the continuous function X(P) has both a maximum and a minimum value on £)((); p). Now if R is a maximum point of X(P) then V 0 X(P) ^0, for
But V a X(P)^0, hence exists, then V a u(R) exists, and V a u(R) = -2irD a ix(R). Many results which have been proven for one operator can be extended to the other operator by use of the following theorem. 
Similarly if 5 is a minimum point of \(P) on D(Q\ p) we have

Vaf(S)^-[L(f;Q; P )-f(Q)].
PROOF. Consider L(u; R; P ) = -f u(P)ds P = -f <fe P . f log --d M (Ç) 2wpJc(R; P ) LTTpJ C(R\p) J W *Q -f d»(Q)~f log--ds P . Now -I log --<fc P = log - (Q* > p) irpJ COE-.Ù'I PQ 1 = log - (QR g p).•/jr QR JD<.R; P )L P QRJ = u(R) + f [log --log -1 d»(Q). J D{R\p) L P y^vJ Thus 2 ^0 2 f ' i4(«; R\r) = -I L(«; JR; p)pdp f •/ o = w(£) + -f ' pip • f [log --log -1 dui(Q),
